BOOKS REQUIRED OF/ RECOMMENDED TO M.F.A. STUDENTS IN THE TD&P DEPARTEMENT 2019-2020

Note: All MFA and Technical Interns should consult with advisors before purchasing required books.

Required text books for students in the TD&P department

DR109/8

DR199b

DR209A

DR299b & DR399A

Required text books for those taking the following elective courses

DR229A

DR309A

DR359b

Technology Recommendation

A laptop is not required for the TD&P department; however, many students find them helpful. If you are considering a new purchase, we recommend that you wait until the beginning of the school year. In the first weeks of the semester, a session will be held to introduce the technology available at YSD and to discuss specific hardware and software recommendations.

Recommended Reference Books

The following books represent the core of every Technical Manager’s professional library. That said, they do represent a major expense and need not be purchased all at once.


